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Nine Inch Nails – Year Zero (2007)

1. "HYPERPOWER!" 1:42
2. "The Beginning of the End" 2:47
3. "Survivalism" 4:23
4. "The Good Soldier" 3:23
5. "Vessel" 4:52
6. "Me, I'm Not" 4:51
7. "Capital G" 3:50
8. "My Violent Heart" 4:13
9. "The Warning" 3:38
10. "God Given" 3:50
11. "Meet Your Master" 4:08
12. "The Greater Good" 4:52
13. "The Great Destroyer" 3:17
14. "Another Version of the Truth" 4:09
15. "In This Twilight" 3:33
16. "Zero-Sum" 6:14
Trent Reznor - Art Direction, Audio Production, Composer, Performer, Producer Matt Demeritt
- Sax (Tenor) Josh Freese - Drums Geoffrey Gallegos - Sax (Baritone) Jeff Gallegos - Brass
Arrangement, Wind Arrangements Saul Williams - Vocals (Background)

On Year Zero, Trent Reznor’s apocalyptic dream world becomes a cacophonous blazing reality.
Like the repressed peoples forced into a life of fear in his envisioned near-future autocratic
state, we are made subordinate to its insistent beats and arresting rhythms - the music is the
master and we must take heed.

Reznor’s music defies simple categorization and this impressive offering doesn’t so much cross
borders as to go on clandestine raids through the realms of electronica, industrial edged rock
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and even hip hop. Diverse sounds are layered into a musical collage that continues to evolve
with listening time and creates an aural depiction of a planet ravaged by war, ecological
destruction and social disintegration.

The fact that this is set in the future might seem incongruous, for some as these themes are
alarmingly close to home and, many would argue, arrived long ago. It's amid this chaos of buzz
bombs and heavy artillery that Reznor displays his rare ability to create melodic gems that take
root in the subconscious and shine some light in the void. '‘Zero Sum'’ is a fine example and
provides an introspective bookend to the opening battle marches of ‘'Hyperpower'’ and
‘'Survivalism’'. Impeccably produced and forming part of a wider campaign that has utilized the
leaking of album tracks to the public and hidden codes and messages to be found by fans, Year
Zero, is at once fresh, frightening and fulfilling. --- Tim Cunningham, bbc.co.uk
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